
 

 

In 1898, the Bureau of Engraving and Printing issued a set of nine commemorative stamps to celebrate 
the Trans-Mississippi Exposition held in Omaha, Nebraska.  This series was the United States ’ second             
commemorative series of postage stamp, and the first to be produced by the Bureau of Engraving and Printing 
(BEP).  This series also represents the first stamps issued by the BEP using original designs and engraving. 

 
To demonstrate the skills of their designers and engravers, the BEP planned an ambitious bi-color stamp 

issue.  In February, the engravers began working on individual frame and vignette dies for each stamp.  Plans for 
the bi-color printing were interrupted, however, by the start of the Spanish-American War.  As the BEP shifted 
its focus to printing tax stamps, the frames and vignettes were combined for a single-color printing to  reduce 
the cost of the commemorative stamps and the number of presses needed to produce them.  The switch to a   
single-color printing was announced mid-May.  Within a month of this decision the new dies were finished, and 
plates were produced.  The series was     
issued on June 16th, 1898. 

 
 The changes to this issue during       
production resulted in the creation of 
many progressive die essays that represent 
unfinished and unused dies.  The purpose 
of this eight-frame exhibit is to use these 
essays and proofs to illustrate how the 
Trans-Mississippi stamps were created.  
Several of the essays are currently unlisted, 
and provide a new understanding of the 
issue’s development.  The exhibit also   
documents the history and uses of the dies 
to create presentation and archival         
material after the stamps were issued. 
 
 To better understand the material, the   
exhibitor compared pieces using digital over-
lays.  These overlays are included in this       
exhibit to present a timeline of additions and 
changes made to the dies of each value.   
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1¢ Rosewater Wash Drawing Concept Design 

2¢ Rosewater Wash Drawing Concept Design

 The essays and proofs featured in this exhibit represent production and display material that was not mass produced or issued to the public.  As 

such, all pieces are rare; many are only one or two of a kind.  Items of particular significance to the exhibit narrative are outlined in blue.  Original          

research and discoveries are marked with a magnifying glass icon. 
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Introduction.................... 
  Frame 1, Page  1 
 
Frame.............................. 
  Frame 1, Page  3 
 
1¢.................................... 
  Frame 1, Page  5 
 
2¢................................... 
  Frame 2, Page 11 
 
4¢................................... 
  Frame 3, Page 19 
 
5¢................................... 
  Frame 4, Page 27 
 
8¢................................... 
  Frame 5, Page 33 

 
10¢.................................. 
  Frame 5, Page 37 
 
50¢.................................. 
  Frame 6, Page 43 
 
$1.................................... 
  Frame 7, Page 49 
 
$2.................................... 
  Frame 7, Page 55 
 
Post-Production............... 
  Frame 8, Page 61 
 
Conclusion....................... 
  Frame 8, Page 64 

Exhibit Plan                                         . 

Essays & Proofs of the 1898 Trans-Mississippi Issue Essays & Proofs of the 1898 Trans-Mississippi Issue Essays & Proofs of the 1898 Trans-Mississippi Issue Essays & Proofs of the 1898 Trans-Mississippi Issue 



 

 

 The creation of the Trans-Mississippi commemorative stamp issue was suggested by Edward Rosewater, who was the Director of 
Publicity for the exposition.  Rosewater was a journalist and the publisher of the Omaha Daily Bee. 

 
 Rosewater first suggested the issue in December of 1897.  Postmaster General James A. Gary agreed to the proposal, and asked  

Rosewater to submit ideas for stamp subjects.  Rosewater submitted wash drawings of designs for the proposed five values. 
 

 The designs submitted by Rosewater were intended to be the same size as the Columbian commemorative issue, but rotated to a 
vertical orientation.  Rosewater chose western scenes as his subjects, fitting with the theme of the exposition, which was held to  

showcase the expansion and development of the American west. 
 

 Although his designs were not adopted, several of the subjects and themes he chose were used for the final Raymond Ostrander 
Smith designs. 

Edward Rosewater 

2¢ Rosewater Wash Drawing Concept Design 5¢ Rosewater Wash Drawing Concept Design 10¢ Rosewater Wash Drawing Concept Design 

$1 Rosewater Wash Drawing Concept Design 
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 The essay above is a concept frame design drawn by 
Smith.  It is drawn in pencil on tracing paper, at the 
same size as the stamp design. 

 The frame design for the Trans-Mississippi issue is 

essentially the same for each stamp.  Only the value and 

the subject title were changed for each denomination.  

The frame was designed by Raymond Ostrander Smith. 

 The frame essay at right is an ink and wash drawing by Smith.  It is 

based heavily on the previous penciled design, although the top and  

bottom banners are more accurate to the final design. 
 

 While experimenting with the addition of agricultural elements, the 

Bureau of Engraving and Printing used a photographic process to   

quickly create new frame essays.  By using photocopy prints of the ink 
and wash at right as a background, the designer could draw new          
elements onto the design without having to recreate the entire frame. 

 The essays below were produced by painting over photocopies of the ink and wash essay above.  Each     

unlisted essay is painted with a different trial design, with the corn and wheat painted in different quantities or   
positions. 

Photographic Frame Essay with White Overpainting 
2 ears of corn each side 

2 spikes of wheat left, 3 spikes right 

Photographic Frame Essay with White Overpainting  
3 ears of corn left, 4 ears right 

4 spikes of wheat left, 3 spikes right 

Ink and Wash Frame Essay 

Photographic Frame Essay with White Overpainting  
4 ears of corn left; 5 spike of wheat right 

Photographic Frame Essay with White Overpainting  
4 ear of corn left; 6 spike of wheat right 
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Pencil Sketch of Early Frame Design 

Page 3 - First design sketch; Ink & wash design; Photocopy essays 
Page 4 - Large design sketches 
Page 5 - Photocopy final design essay - 8¢ engraved essay 



 

 

 The essay above is a drawing which shows two different design      
concepts for the top of the frame.  In the upper right is a sketch of a leafy 

flourish, similar to the kind that is present on the first essays.  The left 
side features a rough sketch of wheat, like the adopted design. 

 

 The bottom of this sketch is much like the design as adopted, with the 
value written out in the lower scrolls.  The lower frame is labeled “St. 

Louis Bridge” - the planned subject choice for the 2¢ stamp at the time.  
The subject of the 2¢ stamp would be changed during production. 

Frame Essays 

 This essay is a drawing of the adopted design with wheat at top, corn at sides, and       
numerals in shields.  Like the previous sketch, the frame is labeled “St. Louis Bridge.”  In this 

essay, the date “June 1898” is written in the scrolls at bottom—this was rejected.  The final 
design instead includes the value written in these spaces. 

Pencil Drawing of Frame Design on Whatman Illustration Board 
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Pencil Sketch of Working Frame Design on Tracing Paper 



 

 

Frame Essays 

 At left is an unlisted frame essay 
of the frame design as adopted.  This 
essay appears to have been produced 

in a manner similar to the photo    

process essays.  The center of the 

frame is cut away. 

Photographic Frame Essay  

of Adopted Design 

 Changes made between the progressive essays might be 

drastic, or they may be barely noticeable.  To help highlight 

these changes, this exhibit uses digital overlays.   

 To make the digital overlays, scans of each state are        

enlarged and recolored.  These scans are then layered over one 

another in an image editing program.  On these overlays, areas 

where the engraving is unchanged appear dark brownish, while 

areas showing on only one state will appear in either red or 

green. 

 Essays are pulled from the working die periodically in order to check the progress.  Each 
progressive essay represents a different state of the die. 
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 The 1¢ stamp features an image of Father Jacques Marquette on the shore of the   
Mississippi River.  It is based on an 1869 oil painting by Wilhelm Lamprecht, currently 

located at Marquette University 

in Wisconsin. 

 
 Marquette was chosen as the 

subject because he was one of the 
first Europeans to explore the  

Mississippi River Valley.  His 1673 
expedition confirmed that it was 

possible to travel from the Great 
Lakes to the Gulf of Mexico by   

water. 

 

 G.F.C. Smillie engraved the 

vignette die. 

8¢ Frame Only Essay in Black 

 At right is an essay of the 

almost complete 8¢ stamp 
frame.   

 This represents the design 
as issued, but with unfinished 

shading. 

Example of overlay process using 
red and green circles. 

Page 5 - Design and background 
Page 6 - Vignette essays (2) 
Page 7 - Vignette essays (continued) 

Page 8 - Vignette essay & Bi-color alignment essays 
Page   9 - Bi-Color presentation essay & Composite essays 
Page 10 - Approval proof & Large die proof 

Photograph of painting, taken 2009 



 

 

First State in Green  :  Second State in Red 

1¢  -  Essay from First State of Vignette 
Pulled on March 7, 1898 

First State of Vignette 

 

Engraved: 

  All figures 

  Some background 

Yet to Come: 

  Lines in sky 

  Lines in water 

  Shading 

1¢  -  Essay from Second State of Vignette 
Pulled on March 8, 1898 

Second State of Vignette 

 

Newly Added: 

 Lines in sky and water 

 Additional shading on clothing 

   

Yet to Come: 

 Shading on figures still  

  incomplete 
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One Cent 



 

 

One Cent 

Third State in Green : Fourth State in Red Second State in Green : Third State in Red Fourth State in Green : Fifth State in Red

Fourth State of Vignette 

 

Newly Added: 

 Crosshatching on Chief's robes 

 Marquette's hair is larger 

 

Yet to Come:  

 Incomplete shading on the 

      background shore 

Third State of Vignette 
 

Newly Added: 

 Shading on Chief's headdress, 

      woman's neck and 

      oarman's hand 
 

Yet to Come:  

 Shading still incomplete 

 Marquette's hair is thin 

1¢  -  Essay from Third State of Vignette 
Pulled on March 9, 1898 

1¢  -  Essay from Fourth State of Vignette 
Pulled on March 10, 1898 
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Fourth State in Green : Fifth State in Red Fifth State in Green : Sixth State in Red 

One cent 

1¢ Bi-Color Essay 

Sixth State of Vignette Die 

 Trans-Mississippi stamps 

were intended to be bi-
colored.  Featured here are 

progressive bi-color essays 

printed with the 1¢ vignette 

and frame dies. 
 

 The vignettes in these  

essays represent the sixth 
and seventh states of the 1¢ 

vignette.   
 

 In the sixth state (left), 

the grass is further shaded.   

 
 In the seventh state 

(below), parts of the         

vignette die are cut away to 

better fit the frame. 

1¢ Bi-Color Essay 

Seventh State of Vignette Die 

1¢ Sixth State - Enlarged 

1¢ Seventh State - Enlarged 

 In addition to the incomplete vignettes, the frame die used to     

produce these bi-color progressive essays is also incomplete.  The large 
1 numerals in the shields are missing the inner frame lines present in 
the final design. 

1¢  -  Essay from Fifth State of Vignette 
Pulled on March 10, 1898 

Fifth State of Vignette 

 

Newly Added: 

 Shading on rocky shoreline 

      behind Marquette's arm 

 

Yet to Come:  

 Grass in front of Marquette 

      still unshaded 
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One Cent 

 The original design for the Trans-Mississippi series called for all the stamps to be printed in 
two colors - a black vignette with a colored frame.  In May of 1898, the designs were changed to 

a single color. 
 

 A series of bi-color essays were printed using the already produced separate vignette 

and frame dies.  These bi-color essays were used for display. 
 

 The essay above was printed for presentation in 1899 and is autographed by the vignette 
engraver, G.F.C. Smillie.  This is the only signed example known. 

1¢  -  Essay from Composite Die 

 The vignette was originally designed slightly smaller than the frame to allow 

for shifts in the printing process when printing two colors.   

 After the vignette and 

frame dies were merged, 
modifications needed to be 

made to the new die. 
 

 The essay at right is an 

early impression of the new 
combined die.  There are 

gaps between the vignette 

and frame border.  On the 

left side of the vignette,   
pencil modeling is applied 

to show where engraving 

should be added. 

 
 The frame only has a   

single frame line decoration 

in the numeral 1. 

 Engraving was also 
added to the edges of the 

vignette, connecting it to 

the frame line. 

 
 This essay is still      

incomplete.  The final die 
includes more shading and 

bolder lines. 
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 The double frame line decoration on the  

numeral 1 is present in the essay below. 

1¢  -  Essay from Composite Die with Pencil Modeling 

Enlarged Photocopies of 1 Numeral 
Single Line  :  Double Line 

1¢  -  Bi-Color Presentation Essay with Engraver’s Signature 



 

 

1¢  -  Large Die Approval Proof 

 

“Approved by Director 

Tues. May 17, 98” 

One cent 

 Proofs of the final stamp production dies were printed for several reasons.  The example at left, a 
large die proof printed on India paper and mounted to a hinged card, was probably once a page of the 
Bureau of Engraving and Printing’s sample book.  It is signed and dated as approved by the director 

of the BEP, Claude M. Johnson. 

 The large die proof above is one of only two recorded examples printed in the “bottle green” ink 
shade.  These shade variation proofs are believed to have been printed in October of 1898. 
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1¢  -  Large Die “Bottle Green” Proof 



 

 

 There was a long debate over the subject of the 2¢ stamp that continued into     

production.  When engraving for the issue started in February of 1898, Postmaster    
General James Albert Gary had selected the Eads Bridge in St. Louis as the 2¢ subject.  

The bridge vignette was engraved by Marcus Baldwin. 

1896 Republican National Convention Ticket 

 An engraving of the James B. Eads Bridge used on the admission tickets for the 
1896 Republican National Convention was the model for the stamp vignette die. The 

ticket's engraving was produced by the Woodward and Tiernan Printing company.  
 
 Although the stamp design is heavily based on this engraving, several elements 

were changed when adapting the design for a smaller size. 

First State in Green  :  Second State in Red

 This timeline explains the differences 

between 2¢ essays and uses overlays to 

compare states.   

(See page 6 for more details.) 

2¢ - Essay from First State of Vignette 
Pulled on March 7, 1898 

2¢ - First State of Vignette Die 

First State of Vignette 

 

Engraved: 

 Lightly engraved overall 

 

Yet to Come:  

 Lines on center arch of bridge 

 Lines in water 

 Buildings on far right side 
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Page 11 - Design & background; Bridge vignette essay 
Page 13 - Bi-color essay 
Page 14 - 2¢ Bridge and Farming models 
Page 15 - Farming composite essays 

Page 16 - Composite essays (continued) 
Page 17 - Die test proofs & Approval proof 
Page 18 - Large die proof & Plate proofs 



 

 

Two Cents 

Second State in Green  :  Third State in Red First State in Green  :  Second State in Red 

2¢ - Essay from Second State of Vignette 
Pulled on April 5, 1898 

2¢ - Essay from Third State of Vignette 
Pulled on April 7, 1898 

Second State of Vignette 

 

Newly Added: 

 Lines on center arch of bridge 

 Shading on bridge windows 

 More lines on road, water, and sky 

 Buildings added to right side 
 

Yet to Come:  

 No crosshatching on shore at 

      bottom of vignette 

Third State of Vignette 

 

Newly Added: 

 Crosshatching added to shore at  

      bottom of vignette 

 Wheels on boats darkened 

 Shadows under boats and  

      carriages 

 
Represents an almost complete vignette 
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 Although the bridge vignette was ultimately used for the $2 stamps, these vignette-

only essays are listed as 2¢ essays - the value they were originally assigned. 



 

 

Two Cents 

Third State in Green  :  Bi-Color Essay in Red 

 The Bureau of Engraving and Printing, over-

whelmed by the demand for revenue stamps        
required by the Spanish American War, decided 

to change from a bi-colored to a single-color     

issue.  This reduced the amount of printing work 

to create the postage stamps, and freed more 

presses for revenue stamp production.  This        
decision was announced in May of 1898. 

 

 Around this time, the BEP also decided to 
switch the subjects of the 2¢ and $2 stamps. 

2¢ Bi-Color Presentation Essay with Engraver’s signature 

Bi-Color Essay 

 

Newly Missing: 

 Large portion of bottom and right 

      sides of vignette is cut away 

      to better fit the frame. 

 

(See $2 composite essays.) 
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 The bi-color presentation essay at left was 
printed for display to show what the stamps were 

originally intended to look like. 
 

 Because the stamps were intended to be bi-

colored, it was practical to make the vignette 

smaller than the frame space. This would allow for 

the vignette to fit into the frame during the two-
step printing process with less risk of overlapping. 

 
 The Mississippi River Bridge vignette was much 

larger than the intended frame space, so a          
significant amount of engraving was cut away 

from the bottom prior to printing the bi-color 

essays. 



 

 

Two Cents 

Composite Model Essay 

Mississippi River Bridge Vignette Mounted Over 2¢ Frame Essay 

With Engraver’s Signature  -  “No. 16” 

Composite Model Essay 

Farming in the West Vignette Mounted Over 2¢ Frame Essay 

With Engraver’s Signature  -  “No. 15” 

 
  Both the “Farming in the West” and the “Mississippi River Bridge” vignettes are used.  These models 
were probably made to compare the appearance of each subject in the 2¢ frame and aid in the BEP’s decision 

to switch the subjects. 
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 These unlisted essays are composite models created to demonstrate the appearance of the combined dies.  They were created by mounting a cut-out of a vignette 

die essay over an essay of the 2¢ frame die.  The card backing is signed by the vignette engraver, Marcus Baldwin. 



 

 

Two Cents 

2¢ was the domestic postage rate – the 2¢ stamp 
would be the most commonly used stamp of the series.  For 

this reason, it would be the keynote of the series. 
  

 The decision to use a St. Louis landmark, rather than 

an Omaha one, was already unappealing to exhibit          

organizers.  Moving the “Mississippi River Bridge” vignette 

from the 2¢ to the less popular $2 value softened the blow.   

 

 In its place, the “Farming in the West” vignette 

moved to the important 2¢ value.  The transformation of 
the American West from untamed prairie to cultivated 

farmland was arguably a greater representation of the 

theme. 

 Around the time the subjects were switched, it was pointed out to the Post Office Department that the machinery used in 

the image were plows, used to prepare fields for planting.  It became clear that “harvesting” was an inaccurate title.  When 

frame engraver Douglas S. Ronaldson created the new 2¢ frame, he changed the label to “Farming in the West”. 
 Examples of the unused “Harvesting in the West” composite dies are shown in the $2 section of this exhibit. 

2¢ - First State of Composite Die 

First State in Green  :  Second State in Red 

2¢ - Second State of Composite Die 

2¢ - Essay from First State of Composite 
Pulled on May 12, 1898 2¢ - Essay from Second State of Composite 

Pulled on May 13, 1898 

First State of Composite 

 

Yet to Come:  

 Vignette is unfinished, unattached  

  from frame 

 Frame missing shading  

 
This essay was previously listed in the Scott 

catalog, but was delisted and incorrectly  
reclassified as a “trial color proof” 

Second State of Composite 

 

Newly Added: 

 Engraving attaching vignette to frame 

      at left and bottom 

 

Yet to Come: 

 Furrow in field on right side 
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2¢ - Large Die Proof 
Pulled on May 25 - 1898 “Finished Proof” 

Two Cents 

2¢ - Essay from Third State of Composite 
Pulled on May 24, 1898 

Second State in Green  :  Third State in Red 

2¢ - Third State of Composite Die 

 The third state of the 2¢ composite essay added            

engraving to the right side of the vignette, creating a furrow 
in the field.  According to engraver Marcus Baldwin’s diary, 

this furrow was added on May 24th, the final day of             

engraving on the die. 

Second state of 2¢ Composite 
Right side, enlarged 400% 

No furrow shown 

Third state of 2¢ Composite 
Right side, enlarged 400% 

Furrow indicated by arrow 

 Acid etching was applied to the die after the engraving 

was finished to darken the design overall.  The large die 
proof below is labeled “Finished Proof” and represents the 

final state of the die. 

Third State of Composite 

 

Newly Added: 

 Furrow in front of horses 

 

Complete design, ready to be darkened 

and prepared for printing 
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2¢ - Trial Color Proof  

“Proof from 1st Die” 

2¢ - Large Die Proof  

“New Die” 

2¢  -  Large Die Approval Proof 

 

“May 16, ‘98 

Approved by Director” 

Two Cents 

 The two proofs featured below were most likely printed as trial proofs to test the finished die.  
These proofs are labeled “Proof from 1st Die” and “New Die” in pencil.  Aside from the color of ink 

used, there is no significant difference between these two proofs. 

The approval proof at right includes the endorsement 

“May 17, 98 / Approved by Director” in pencil.  It is mounted 
on a large card with hinge remains at left.  It is very likely that 

this was once a page of a BEP sample book. 
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Two Cents 

2¢  -  Large Die Proof 

The large die proof below is one of only two recorded examples printed in the      

“garnet brown” ink shade.  These shade variation proofs are believed to have been printed in 

October of 1898. 
2¢  -  Plate Proof 

Copper Red 

2¢  -  Trial Color Plate Proof 
Purple 

2¢  -  Trial Color Plate Proof 
Black 

2¢  -  Trial Color Plate Proof 
Blue 

2¢  -  Trial Color Plate Proof 
Brown 

2¢  -  Trial Color Plate Proof 
Deep Carmine Rose 

The Trans-Mississippi stamps were printed from plates of 100  
subjects.  Proofs taken to test the plates are only known printed from 

the 2¢ and $2 plates.  Only one sheet of each value was printed. 

 

 

In addition to the regular plate proofs, trial color plate proofs 

of the 2¢ value were also printed.  These proofs, printed on card in five  

colors, are surprisingly rare. 
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Engraving of model for 4¢ vignette 

The vignette for the 4¢ stamp was modeled after an   
engraving by Seth Eastman.  Eastman was a U.S. Army 

officer, and can be found credited in sources as Lieutenant, 

Captain, or General.  His image of a Native American    

hunting a buffalo was published in several books around 

1853-1854, including History of the Indian Tribes by Henry 

Schoolcraft.   
 

The vignette for the 4¢ stamp was engraved by 
George F.C. Smillie. 
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Page 19 - Design & background 
Page 20 - Vignette essays 
Page 21 - Vignette essays (cont.) 
Page 22 - Vignette essays (cont.) 

Page 23 - Vignette essay (cont.) 
Page 24 - Bi-color essays 
Page 25 - Composite essays 
Page 26 - Large die essays 



 

 

Four Cents 

First State in Green  :  “State 1½” in Red 

 The essay below is currently unlisted.  It shows a state of the vignette that       

appears to have occurred between the listed first and second states. 

 This timeline explains the differences    

between 4¢ essays and uses overlays to     

compare states.   

(See page 6 for more details.) 

 This state is clearly 
further engraved from 
the first state—horizontal 
shading lines were added 

to the sky. 

 

However, this state 

is also missing engraving 

and pencil shading that is 

present in the recorded 

second state. 

 

 Because of this 
state’s position in the 

chronological order of 

listed dies, this essay will 

be referred to in this   
exhibit as "State 1½". 

4¢  -  Essay from First State of Vignette 
Pulled on February 7, 1898 

4¢  -  Essay from Unlisted State of Vignette 

“State 1½” 

First State of Vignette 

 

Engraved: 

 Lightly engraved image of buffalo and 

 archer on horseback 

 

Yet to Come: 

 Engraving in sky 

Unlisted State (1½) of Vignette 

 

Newly Added: 

 Lines in sky 

 More shading on buffalo 

 More shading on horse legs 

 

Yet to Come:  

 Shading unfinished 

 Pencil modeling 
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Four Cents 

“State 1½” in Green  :  Second State in Red Second State in Green  :  Third State in Red 

4¢  -  Essay from Second State of Vignette 
Pulled on February 8, 1898 

The essay below is currently listed as the second state of the vignette.  It was 

pulled on February 8th, 1898.  Aside from some additional engraving on the rider’s 

arm, there is also additional shading added to the die with pencil.  The soft pencil 
shading is most noticeable on and underneath the buffalo. 

4¢  -  Essay from Third State of Vignette 
Pulled on February 9, 1898 

Second State of Vignette 

 

Newly Added: 

 Additional shading added to essay  

      with pencil 

 Engraving on hunter’s shoulder 

 

Yet to Come:  

 More engraving on buffalo and hunter 

Third State of Vignette 

 

Newly Added: 
 Engraving added to hunter's clothing 

 Shading on buffalo's neck fur 

 Shading on horse's head and hind leg 

 

Newly Missing: 

 Pencil Modeling 

 

Yet to Come:  

 Shadows under buffalo 
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Four Cents 

Third State in Green  :  Fourth State in Red Fourth State in Green  :  Fifth State in Red 

4¢  -  Essay from Fifth State of Vignette 
Pulled on February 10, 1898 

 On the fifth state of the vignette, additional lines are engraved 
on the Native American’s clothing and bow.  The fifth state also 

adds pencil shading under the buffalo, in the sky, and in the grass 

at the bottom of the vignette.  

Very little is changed between the third and fourth states of the 4¢       

vignette.  The fourth state features slightly darker engraving overall. 

4¢  -  Essay from Fourth State of Vignette 
Pulled on February 10, 1898 

Fifth State of Vignette 
 

Newly Added: 
 Additional engraving on hunter's clothes, 
      bow, and horse 
 Pencil shading under buffalo and in grass 
      at bottom of vignette 
 

Newly Missing: 
 Pencil Modeling 
 

Yet to Come:  
 Dark shadow under buffalo 
 Buffalo’s front right hoof 

Fourth State of Vignette 

 

Newly Added: 

 Engraving darkened overall 

 Shadows on buffalo’s font legs 

 

Yet to Come:  

 Pencil modeling 
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Four Cents 

Fifth State in Green  :  Sixth State in Red Sixth State in Green  :  Bi-Color Essay in Red 

4¢  -  Essay from Sixth State of Vignette 
Pulled on February 10, 1898 

Sixth State of Vignette 
 

Newly Added: 

 Engraving added to shadow under 
      buffalo 

 Buffalo's front right hoof engraved 
 

Newly Missing:  

 Pencil modeling 
 

Yet to Come:  
 Some engraving in shadows under 

      buffalo 

Bi-Color Essay 

 

Newly Added: 

 Darker shadow under buffalo 

 Grass at left side of vignette 

 Frame die added to print 

 

 

Complete vignette design 
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Fifth state of 4¢ Vignette 
Enlarged Photocopy - No Right Hoof 

Fifth state of 4¢ Vignette 
Enlarged Photocopy - Hoof Circled 

The sixth state of the vignette die finally adds the buffalo's 

front right hoof, peeking under the body. This hoof is not present in 
any of the previous die essays. 

 
Although the sixth state of the 4¢ vignette is the last vignette-only 

essay known, it is not the final state of the vignette.  In the following      
bi-color essays, the shadow under the bison is further darkened, and 

the edges of the background are extended outward. 



 

 

Four Cents 

4¢  -  Bi-Color Essay with Alignment Marks 

Dim-Dusky Green & Black 

Bi-colored essays were produced for each stamp, not only in their  
proposed colors, but also in several additional colors.   

 

These trial color       
bi-colored essays are very 

rare; only one or two      
examples are known in 
each color. 

 

The 4¢ trial color 
essays here are die sunk 

on card with alignment 

marks on all four sides.  
These marks were used to 

align the position of the  

vignette die with the frame 

die.  

In these essays the 

positioning of the vignette 
is slightly raised in the 

frame compared to other 
4¢ bi-color essays printed. 

The 4¢ bi-color essay above is printed in its originally intended colors. It is one of several    

bi-colored essays that were used for display and presentation. 

 
This essay was printed in 1899 and is signed by the vignette engraver, G.F.C. Smillie.  This 

is the only signed example known. 
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4¢  -  Bi-Color Essay with Alignment Marks 

Red Orange & Black 

4¢  -  Bi-Color Presentation Essay with Engraver’s Signature 



 

 

The composite essays above were produced by combining the incomplete frame die used for the bi-colored essays 

with a 4¢ vignette that is missing lines in the sky.  The vignette used for these essays is different from any of the 

known vignette-only die essays. 

Four Cents 

Bi-Color in Green  :  Composite in Red Composite in Green  :  Large Die in Red 

4¢ - Large Die Proof—Final Design as Issued 

The frame die used to print the bi-color essays of 

the 4¢ stamp was incomplete.  The additional engraving 
on the finished die added more shading to the panels 
within the fluted columns and to the ears of corn. 

4¢ Composite Essay 
Left side, enlarged 400% 

Frame incomplete 

4¢ Large Die Proof 
Left side, enlarged 400% 

Frame additions indicated by arrows 

4¢  -  Composite Essay made with Unlisted Vignette State 

Black 4¢  -  Composite Essay made with Unlisted Vignette State 

Deep Orange 

Unlisted Composite Essay 

 

Newly Added: 

 Frame combined with vignette die 

 

Newly Missing: 

 Engraving in sky removed 

 

Yet to Come: 

 Shading on frame is incomplete 
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Four Cents 

4¢  -  Large Die Proof 

4¢  -  Large Die Proof 

Regular large die proofs of the Trans-Mississippi stamps were printed 
between May of 1898 and February of 1899.  These proofs were printed on   

India paper, die sunk on card.  It is believed that about seventy-five copies of 
each value were produced.  The full size of the backing card was 204mm by 
153mm, as shown at left. 

In October of 1898, the BEP printed a small batch of large die proofs on 
slightly shorter card backing (roughly 204mm by 127mm).  Many of these 

proofs were printed in slight shade variations.  The example at right is          
believed to have been pulled from this printing. 
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The 5¢ stamp was the only stamp 

in the series whose vignette design was 

not based on an existing image.  The new 

design was based on several different  

images of explorer Colonel John C. 

Fremont’s famous raising of the flag atop 

the Rocky Mountains during his 1842   

expedition. 

 

There were no photographs of the 
expedition, so the stamp design was 
based on illustrations created from       

descriptions of the event. 

 

The main influences for the design 

were dramatic woodcut engravings. 

“Fremont on the Rocky Mountains”  The primary inspiration for the 5¢ stamp vignette—Original woodcut engraving print from 
A Popular History of the United States of America, from The Aboriginal Times to The Present Day by John Clark Ridpath, 1888 
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At right: Photocopy of “Fremont on the Heighth [sic] of Rock Peak”  
by J.W. Orr, Published in The Young American’s Life of Fremont by Francis C. Woodworth, 1856 

5¢ Essays & Proofs: 

Page 27 - Design & background 
Page 28 - Vignette essays 
Page 29 - Vignette essays (cont.) 

Page 30 - Bi-color essays 
Page 31 - Composite essays 
Page 32 - Large die essays 



 

 

First State of Vignette 

 

Engraved: 

 Overall design, lightly engraved 

 

Yet to Come: 

 Shading in sky 

 Shading on mountainside 

Five Cents 

5¢  -  Essay from First State of Vignette 
Pulled on March 24, 1898 

5¢  -  Essay from Second State of Vignette 
Pulled on March 25, 1898 

First State in Green : Second State in Red 

Second State of Vignette 
 

Newly Added: 

 Shading added to mountainsides 

 Sky on right side of vignette 

 Engraving on lower torsos of  

      waving men 

 

Yet to Come: 

 Shading on mountains incomplete 
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To watch a short video 

explaining how these 

overlays are made and 

used, scan the QR code 

at left, or visit the web 

address: 

[  tinyurl.com/StampOverlay  ] 



 

 

5¢  -  Essay from Third State of Vignette 
Pulled on March 26, 1898 

Five Cents 

5¢  -  Essay from Fourth State of Vignette 
Pulled on March 26, 1898 

Third State in Green : Fourth State in Red 

In terms of engraving, the two essays of the 5¢ vignette featured here are 
practically identical – although one state is missing a significant portion of the   

engraving in the sky (probably the result of an uneven printing impression.) 
 

It appears that the example below (with complete sky, labeled third state) 
was produced first. 

Second State in Green : Third State in Red 

Third State of Vignette 

 

Newly Added: 

 Engraving on mountain face 

 Shading on waving men 

 

Yet to Come: 

 Pencil modeling 

Fourth State of Vignette 
 

Newly Added: 

 Pencil modeling on mountainside 
 

Newly Missing: 

 Part of sky missing 
 

Yet to Come: 

 Engraving on mountainside 

 Lower torsos on waving men 
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A second impression of the same die (with missing sky) was then 
printed, over which shading was added with pencil to mark where the die 

would be further engraved.  This second impression, at right, represents the 
fourth state of the die. 



 

 

Five Cents 

5¢  -  Bi-Color Presentation Essay with Engraver’s Signature 

Fourth State in Green : Bi-Color Essay in Red 

Featured above are two bi-colored essays.  The first essay, in the intended 
blue and black colors, was printed for public display and is signed by the vignette 

engraver, M.W. Baldwin.  The second essay, in orange and black, is an example of a 
trial color essay printed with the same dies. 

Bi-Color Essay 

 

Newly Added: 

 Engraving added to mountainside 

 Lower torso of waving man  

 Entire sky restored 

 

Yet to Come: 

 Crosshatching in area directly to 

      left of title label 
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5¢  -  Trial Color Bi-Color Essay 
Deep Red Orange 



 

 

Five Cents 

5¢ - First State of Composite Die 5¢ - Second State of Composite Die 

First State in Green : Second State in Red Second State in Green : Large Die Proof in Red 

5¢  -  Essay from First State of Composite 

 The Trans-Mississippi issue vignettes, originally engraved for bi-color stamps, were 

made smaller than the frame space to account for shifts in  printing.  When the vignettes 
were combined with the frames to create new composite dies for single-color printing, 
additional engraving needed to be added to fill the spaces between the vignette edges 

and frame border. 
 

 The composite essay below represents an early combination of the 5¢     
vignette and frame.  This combination is made with the same vignette die 

that was used for the bi-colored essay – before any additional engraving to fill 
in the edges. 

Second State of Composite 
Enlarged—Area of Interest Circled 

Large Die Proof 
Enlarged—Area of Interest Circled 

5¢  -  Essay from Second State of Composite 

 The second state of the composite die, shown above, includes additional engraving that combines 

the vignette with the edges of the frame. 
 

 This essay has been inaccurately listed as a “trial color proof.”  The engraving on this die is still 

incomplete – a small section of shading on the mountainside that is present on the finished die 

is missing from this example. 

First State of Composite 

 

Vignette and Frame dies used for       

bi-color essays are combined into one 

die with no additional engraving. 

Second State of Composite 
 

Newly Added: 

 Engraving at edges of vignette 

 Shading on rock at bottom 

 Engraving on shadowed side of 

      mountain 
 

Yet to Come: 

 Small patch of shading on  

      mountainside 
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Five Cents 

5¢  -  Large Die “Dusky Blue” Proof 

5¢ - Large Die Proof—Final Design as Issued 

The proof below was probably from the October 1898 printing of large die 

proofs in which many of the values were printed in slight shade variations.  
Proofs from this printing were made on slightly shorter card backing. 

5¢  -  Large Die Proof 
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The proof at left is one of the regular large die proofs that was printed   
between May of 1898 and February of 1899.  It one of the about seventy-five  

copies of believed to have been produced. 



 

 

“Cheyenne Warrior” Vignette Essay 

Two of the Trans-Mississippi stamps, the 8¢ and 10¢ values, were issued with 

vignettes modeled on drawings by Frederic Remington.  Remington was a well-

known artist who specialized in depicting scenes from the American West. 

The Cheyenne Warrior vignette was engraved by Marcus Baldwin in early 

February of 1898 but was not used for the final issue.  This essay, based on           
Remington’s wash drawing “A Cheyenne Warrior” featured an image of a Native 

American wearing a full headdress and mounted on horseback. 

“A Cheyenne Warrior” by Frederic Remington 

Photograph of Original Wash Drawing 

8¢ “Cheyenne Warrior” Vignette Mock-Ups 

*Modern Illustrations Created by Exhibitor* 

Because the vignette essay was never paired with a 

frame, its intended value is uncertain.  Throughout the years it 
has been linked to the 2¢, 4¢, 8¢, and $2 values.   

The Scott Catalogue currently lists it as an 8¢ essay. 

 The illustrations above were built by combing scans of the 
unused vignette and the 8¢ stamp frame.  They are presented 

here to demonstrate how the stamps might have looked. 
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Page 36 - Large die proofs 



 

 

Eight Cents 

The model for the issued 8¢ stamp was Frederic 
Remington’s “Protecting a Wagon Train”, published in 
1897.  This subject showed a group of soldiers in front of 

a line of covered wagons.  It was labeled “Troops   
Guarding Train” in the stamp frame. 

 

Only one vignette die essay is known for the 8¢ 
Trans-Mississippi stamp’s issued subject.  This state 

of the vignette is almost complete. 

The key difference between this state and the final 
vignette is that the essay is not quite the correct size.  

An empty space at the bottom was left for the title       
imprint.   

Because the finished imprint is smaller than the 

space provided, the leg of the kneeling soldier at right 
and extra vegetation were added to the finished die. 

“Protecting a Wagon Train” 
Print from Drawings by Frederic Remington 

Robert Howard Russell, 1897 
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8¢  -  Essay from Only Known State of Vignette Only Die 



 

 

Eight Cents 

 Above is a large die essay of the 8¢ Trans-Mississippi stamp in the proposed bi-color issue colors.  
This essay uses an incomplete vignette die, with unfinished edges near the frame. 

 
 Printed for public display in 1899, this is essay is signed by the engraver, Robert Ponickau.  This 
is the only signed example known. 

8¢  -  Cut Model Proof 

 Below is a “working model” of the 8¢ stamp.  It is actually a 
proof of the final issued stamp die, with most of the frame cut 

away.  An albino imprint of the entire frame design can be seen 

pressed into the card. 

 This model was previously from the estate of designer Raymond 
Ostrander Smith.  The purpose of this cut away proof is unknown.  It 

is not listed by Scott or Brazer, and no census information is known. 
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8¢  -  Bi-Color Presentation Essay with Engraver’s Signature 



 

 

Eight Cents 

8¢  -  Large Die Proof 

8¢  -  Large Die “Dark Livid Brown” Proof 

 Large die proofs of all Trans-Mississippi stamps in their issued 
colors were printed several times between May 1898 and February 

1899.  These proofs were printed on India paper, die sunk on card.  
About seventy-five copies of each value are believed to exist. 

 The large die proof at right is printed in dark livid brown ink.  Only 

two examples of this shade variation are believed to exist.  They are 
from a small printing of proofs in October of 1898. 
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Print of Sketch by August G. Heaton - Model for 10¢ Vignette 

10¢ - Essay from First State of Vignette 
Pulled on March 1898 

 The 10¢ stamp vignette was based on painting by August G. Heaton, created sometime 
around 1882.  The image of a pioneer family examining a horse that had collapsed from    

exhaustion was chosen to represent the risks and hardships faced by settlers as they       
traveled west. 

 
 The original painting is reported to have been destroyed in a fire around 1930.  Featured 

here is a print of the artist’s sketch of the painting. 

 This timeline explains the differences between 10¢ 

essays and uses overlays to compare states.   

(See page 6 for more details.) 

10¢ - First State of Vignette Die 

 The vignette for the 10¢ stamp was engraved by Marcus W. Baldwin. Although 

only three die essays are currently recorded, this exhibit features four essays. 

 
 The first two essays (above and at right) are almost identical.  Both show the 

same design engraving, with only two rows of dots in the sky directly above the 

wagon.  The essays are differentiated by pencil shading that is added to the  
second essay. 

First State of Vignette 

 

Engraved: 

 Overall design lightly engraved 

 

Yet to Come: 

 Pencil modeling 
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Ten Cents 

10¢ - Essay from Third State of Vignette 

Pulled on March 10, 1989 

First State in Green : Second State in Red Second State in Green : Third State in Red 

 Pencil shading was added to the shrubbery, horse, children’s clothing, and 
wagon’s front cover and wheels in the second state 10¢ vignette essay.  This shading 

represents areas that will be darkened in future dies, although engraving was not      
applied all at once. 

 
 Additional engraving added to the third state of the die includes shading on the 

shrubbery and wagon wheels as marked by pencil on the second essay. 

10¢ - Essay from Second State of Vignette 
Pulled on March 9, 1898 

Second State of Vignette 

 

Newly Added: 

 Pencil modeling 

 

Yet to Come: 

 Third line of dots in sky 

 Shading overall 

Third State of Vignette 
 

Newly Added: 
 Shading on clothing, wagon wheels,  

      and ground around horse 
 Third line of dots in sky 
 

Newly Missing:  
 Pencil modeling 
 

Yet to Come: 
 Crosshatching on wagon cover 

 More shading overall 
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10¢ - Essay from Fourth State of Vignette 
Pulled on March 11, 1898 

Ten Cents 

Third State in Green : Fourth State in Red Fourth State in Green : Bi-Color Essay in Red 

10¢  -  Bi-Color Presentation Essay with Engraver’s Signature 

Fourth State of Vignette 

 

Newly Added: 

 Crosshatching on wagon cover 

 Shadows on ground 

 

Yet to Come: 

 Engraving on shrubs near vignette 

      edges 

Bi-Color Essay 

 

Newly Added: 

 Frame printed with vignette 

 Engraving added to shrubbery 

 

Yet to Come: 

 More shading on frame 
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Ten Cents 

 The essay at left is a bi-color essay of the 10¢ stamp in the 
original proposed colors.  This essay was produced for 

presentation display and is signed by the engraver.  It is 

the only signed example known. 

 In addition to bi-color essays printed in the proposed    

colors, the stamps were also printed in a variety of trial     
colors.  The 10¢ bi-color essay above is printed in dark cadet 

blue and black and mounted directly on card. 

10¢  -  Bi-Color Hybrid Essay 

 The essay below is a bi-color essay in the proposed dull dusky violet blue and black  
color.  This is an example of a hybrid essay.  According to philatelist Clarence Brazer,      

hybrid essays for the 1¢, 2¢, 4¢, 5¢, 8¢, $1 and $2 values are fairly common. 
 
 Hybrid essays are made with a bi-color essay printed on India paper.  The essay is cut 

very close to the design and then impressed into a second, larger piece of India paper 

backed by card. 
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10¢  -  Bi-Color Trial Color Essay 



 

 

Ten Cents 

10¢  -  Essay from First State of Composite 

 When the issue was changed from a bi-color to single color design, the vignettes 

and frames were combined into single dies.  For most values, the vignettes were  
already made smaller than the frame area to account for positioning errors in the 

two-step printing process.  For the 10¢ stamp, however, the vignette had to be 

cut down at the edges before it could be combined properly with the frame. 

10¢  -  Essay from Second State of Composite 
Dark Red Orange 

10¢  -  Essay from Second State of Composite 
Violet Gray 

 The 10¢ Trans-Mississippi stamp has a variation in its frame when compared to 
most other values in the series.  The panels within the curved columns on the sides 

of the frame have thicker, darker stripes.  This was caused by additional engraving 
darkening every third line, making it blend with the 

lines around it into a single, thicker line. 

Enlarged photocopy of  

first state composite essay (left) 
showing unfinished cartouche panel 

Enlarged photocopy of  

second state composite essay (right) 
showing finished cartouche panel 

 The essay below is printed with the same, unfinished 

frame used for the bi-color essay, but with a cut down    

vignette. 

 The composite essays above include this extra shading in the frame’s side 
panels.  These frames are still incomplete, with unfinished shading on the corn-

husks. 
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Ten Cents 

10¢  -  Trial Color Proof - Signed by Engraver 

With Photocopy of Reverse 

10¢  -  Large Die “Dusky Dull Violet Blue” Proof 

 The black trial color proof of the 10¢ stamp featured above is 
signed on the reverse by the engraver, Marcus Baldwin. 

 The large die proof below is a shade variation printed in dusky dull violet blue ink.  This shade 

variation was recorded by Brazer, Neil and Rosenthal.  Only two examples are believed to exist, printed 

in October of 1898. 
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“The Gold Bug” 
Print from Drawings by Frederic Remington 

Robert Howard Russell, 1897 

 A prospector was chosen as the subject of the 
50¢ stamp, to represent the gold and silver mining 

rushes that inspired pioneers to move westward.  

The vignette was modeled after a drawing by 

Frederic Remington, which was first published in 

Drawings by Frederic Remington in 1897. 

 Brazer, Scott, and the Neil/Rosenthal book all list seven 

states of the 50¢ vignette die.  None of these sources      
provide quality photographs or scans of each state, so   
identifying the states relies on the descriptions provided.  

The states featured in this collection are identified by the 
descriptions published in the Neil/Rosenthal book, which 
are the most detailed. 
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Fifty Cents 

50¢ - Essay from First State of Vignette 
Pulled on March 25, 1898 

 This timeline explains the differences between 50¢      

essays and uses overlays to compare states.   

(See page 6 for more details.) 

50¢ - First State of Vignette Die 

First State in Green : Second State in Red 

50¢ - Second State of Vignette Die 

50¢ - Essay from Second State of Vignette 
Pulled on March 26, 1898 

First State of Vignette 

 

Engraved: 

 Miner, donkeys, dog, and rocky 

      ground lightly engraved 

 

Yet to Come: 

 Hills and sky in background 

Second State of Vignette 

 

Newly Added: 

 Hills and sky in background 

 Engraving on miner's pants 

 Shading on donkey's pack 

 

Yet to Come: 

 Mountain in far distance 
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Third State of Vignette 

 

Newly Added: 

 Outline of mountain in far background 

 Engraving on grass at base of hills 

 Shading on miner and donkeys 

 

Yet to Come: 

 More shading on donkeys 

Second State in Green : Third State in Red Third State in Green : Fourth State in Red 

Fourth State of Vignette 

 

Newly Added: 

 Engraving darkened overall 

 

Yet to Come: 

 Small "V" shaped ridge on far mountain 

      in background 

 Fourth State in Green : Fifth State in Red

Fifty Cents 

50¢ - Essay from Fourth State of Vignette 
Pulled on March 28, 1898 50¢ - Essay from Third State of Vignette 

Pulled on March 28, 1898 
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Fourth State in Green : Fifth State in Red 

Fifth State of Vignette 

 

Newly Added: 

 Small "V" shaped ridge added to  

      mountain in background 

 

Yet to Come: 

 Shading on miner's pants, dog's leg, 

      and donkey's belly 

Fifty Cents 

 According to records, two additional states should exist after the fifth state.  
The sixth state of the die, recorded by Brazer in 1941, is described as having 

darker engraving on the miner’s hat - no image provided.  This essay has not  
resurfaced and no further image has been recorded. 

50¢ - Essay from Fifth State of Vignette 
Pulled on March 29, 1898 
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50¢ - Essay from Seventh State of Vignette 

Fifth State in Green : Seventh State in Red 

Seventh State of Vignette 

 

Newly Added: 

 Shading on miner's pants, dog's leg, 

      and donkey's belly 

 

Yet to Come: 

 More shading on rocks, ground, and 

      donkey's head 

 Removal of some rocks at bottom of 

      vignette 

Seventh State in Green : Bi-Color Essay in Red 

 This essay represents 

is the seventh state of the 
die, described as having a 

darkened girth on the 

donkey.  Images of this 

essay were not published 

by either Brazer or Neil - 

it has been out of public 
view for over seventy-five 

years. 



 

 

Fifty Cents 

 In switching from a bi-colored issue to a single color, there was a need to 

combine the vignette and frame into one die.  The composite essays here repre-

sent the early marriage of the two dies. 

50¢  -  Essay from  

First State of Composite Die 

50¢  -  Essay from Second State of Composite Die 

 In the first composite essay (left), the    

vignette is placed too high in the frame.   
 Because of this high  
placement, some of the 

mountains cross into 

the frame line under 

“UNITED”, and there is 

a blank space at the  
bottom directly above 

the subject label. 

Enlarged photocopy of essay 

from first composite die 
showing mountains breaking 

into upper frame line 

 The position of the vignette is corrected in 
the unlisted second composite essay (below), 

which was made with the same transfer dies. 

Enlarged photocopy of essay 

from first composite die (above) 

showing higher position of vignette. 

Enlarged photocopy of essay 

from second composite die (right) 

showing lower position of vignette. 
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50¢  -  Bi-Color Presentation Essay with Engraver’s Signature 

Featured below is a large die essay printed in the proposed bi-color colors: a bluish green 
frame and black vignette.  Although it is very similar to the issued stamp, this essay was printed 
from an incomplete die with unfinished engraving. 

 
 This essay is signed by the engraver, G.F.C. Smillie.  It was intended for public display and 

is the only signed example known. 



 

 

Fifty Cents 

50¢  -  Large Die Proof 

50¢  -  Trial Color Proof 

 Trial color proofs were produced for the 50¢ 

Trans-Mississippi stamp in black.  One example is 

featured below. 

In this proof, solid lines are visible on the 
miner’s pan.  These lines were the last addition to 
the composite die before it was finished. 

Enlarged photocopy 

of composite essay (above) 

showing detail on miner’s pan 

Enlarged photocopy 

of trial color proof (right) 

showing detail on miner’s pan 

 In the essay at 

left, the vignette is 
extended to touch 

the frame — most 
visible at the top left 

of the vignette.  The 

entire die is also   
further engraved and 
darkened overall. 

 After the position of the vignette was established, engraving was added 
to the die before the next composite essay was printed. 

Large die proofs of the Trans-Mississippi issue stamps were printed between May 1898 and    
February 1899.  These proofs were printed on India paper, die sunk on card.  It is believed that about 
seventy-five copies of each value were produced. 
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50¢  -  Essay from Third State of Composite 



 

 

“Western Cattle In Storm” Engraving by Edward J. Dillon 

The subject image for the $1 stamp vignette was  taken 
from an 1878 painting titled “The Vanguard” by Scottish   

artist John A. MacWhirter. The original painting, however, 
was not known to the US Post Office department at the time 

the image was selected.  Rather, the Post Office discovered 
the image from an unattributed print of the painting that 

was used in a promotional calendar for a cattle company.  An   
engraving of the painting, made by C.O. Murray in 1887, was 

brought to Raymond Ostrander Smith as a reference. 

 

The print at left is titled “Western Cattle In Storm”, 

same as the one dollar Trans-Mississippi stamp.  This    
engraving is also based on “The Vanguard”, even listing 

“After Painting by McWhirter” under the design.  Although 

this particular engraving, by Edward J. Dillon, is not the 

same as the Murray engraving used as the reference for 

the stamp - but it is an accurate representation of the    

design inspiration. 
 
The image of cattle roaming the American west was 

considered an important subject to include in the series.  Its 
inclusion in the series was important as a counterpoint to 

the farming vignette - disputes were often raised among 
western settlers regarding use of land as private farming 

ground or as public grazing areas for cattle. 

 
The $1 Trans-Mississippi stamp is considered one of 

the most beautiful stamps issued by the United States.  
The vignette was engraved by Marcus W. Baldwin. 
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One Dollar 

$1 - Essay from First State of Vignette 
Pulled on March 5, 1898 

$1 - Essay from Second State of Vignette 
Pulled on March 7, 1898 

 This timeline explains the differences       

between $1 essays and uses overlays to compare 

states.   

(See page 6 for more details.) 

$1 - First State of Vignette Die 

First State of Vignette 

 

Engraved: 

 Light engraving of entire design 

 

Yet to Come: 

 More shading and detail 

First State in Green : Second State in Red 

$1 - Second State of Vignette Die 

Second State of Vignette 

 

Newly Added: 

 Entire design darkened 

 

Yet to Come: 

 More shading on snow and cattle 
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$1 - Essay from Third State of Vignette 
Pulled on March 8, 1898 

One Dollar 

$1 - Essay from Fourth State of Vignette 
Pulled on March 15, 1898 

Second State in Green : Third State in Red 

Third State of Vignette 

 

Newly Added: 

 Engraving on body of lead bull 

 Engraving on two cows at right  

      side of herd 

 

Yet to Come: 

 More shading on snow 

Third State in Green : Fourth State in Red 

$1 - Fourth State of Vignette Die 

Fourth State of Vignette 

 

Newly Added: 

 Shading on snow 

 Shading on body of cattle 

 Shadows under feet of cattle herd 

 

Yet to Come: 

 Even more shading on snow 
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One Dollar 

$1 - Essay from Fifth State of Vignette 
Pulled on March 30, 1898 

$1  -  Bi-Color Presentation Essay with Engraver’s Signature 

Fourth State in Green : Fifth State in Red Fifth State in Green :  Bi-Color Essay in Red 

The official intended colors for the bi-colored $1 stamp 
were copper red and black.  On May 16th, the Post Office    
announced that the Trans-Mississippi stamps would be 

printed in only single colors.   

At this time, the color assigned to the $1 stamp was 

changed to “light brown.” 

Fifth State of Vignette 

 

Newly Added: 

 Shading on snow in lower left 

 Sky darkened 

 Shading on neck of cow at right 

      side of herd 

 

Unfinished vignette as used for Bi-Color 

essay printing. 
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$1  -  Essay from  

First State of Composite 
Black 

One Dollar 

$1  -  Essay from  

First State of Composite 
Liver Brown 

The composite die was made by using transfer rolls to combine the vignette and 
frame.  These early composite essays are built from the same die states used to print the        
bi-color essays with no additional engraving. Note the unfinished shading on the corn 

husks in the frame.  Essays printed from state are also missing shading in the snow 

directly to the right of the “Western Cattle in Storm” label. 

First state of $1 Composite 
(Essays above) 

Bottom right corner, enlarged 400% 
Area of interest circled 

Second state of $1 Composite 
(Essay at right) 

Bottom right corner, enlarged 400% 
Area of interest circled 

Brazer only recorded essays of this first composite state in “liver brown.”  This exhibit 
also features an example in black. 
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$1  -  Essay from Second State of Composite 
Pulled on May 20, 1898 

Although this essay is very similar to the finished design, it is missing 
crosshatching in the sky, making it incomplete. 

 
This essay still shows the engraver’s positioning lines extending from the  

corners of the frame.  According to Neil’s The Trans-Mississippi Issue of 1898 this 

essay was referenced by the engraver, Baldwin, in his diary entry for May 20, 1898. 

The essay below is almost entirely complete. The corn husks in the frame are 
more completely shaded.  Engraving has also been added so that all edges of the   
vignette are extended to touch the frame.  This includes additional shading in the 

sky, to the right of “STORM”; and in the snow to the left of the cattle herd.   



 

 

One Dollar 

$1  -  Large Die Proof 

$1  -  Essay from Second State of Composite 
Brown 

The essay above was printed from the same second-state     

composite die as the previous black essay.  It is an unlisted example, 
printed in brown ink.  Engraver’s positioning lines are visible at the 

corners.   
 

“Light brown” was the intended issue color of the $1 stamp 

until it was changed to black on May 26th – only a few days before 

the BEP began printing the issue. 

Large die proofs of the $1 stamp were printed in the issued black color.  The example below is 
printed on India paper and die sunk on the full-sized card.  It is believed that about seventy-five copies 
of large die proofs for each value were produced between May of 1898 and February of 1899. 
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Plowing Scene Photograph - Source of “Farming in the West” Vignette 

When engraving began on the Trans-Mississippi stamps, the subject selected for the $2 stamp was a 

farming scene originally titled “Harvesting in the West”.  The subject represented the development of the 

West from untamed prairie to an agricultural community. The Congressional Postal Committee also hoped 
that the image would inspire more people to migrate to the potential farmlands.  

Marcus W. Baldwin engraved the vignette using a photograph of farmland in North Dakota as the model.  
This subject represents first example of living people depicted on a US postage stamp.  The man driving the lead 

plow was identified as Evan A. Nybakken, a Norwegian immigrant who worked on the Amenia and Sharon Land 
Company farm in North Dakota. 

 This timeline explains 

the differences between $2 

essays and uses overlays to 

compare states.   

 
(See page 6 for more details.) 

$2 - Essay from First State of Vignette 
Pulled on February 19, 1898 

First State of Vignette 

 

Engraved: 

 Light outline of entire design with very 

      little shading 

 

Yet to Come: 

 More shading and detail 
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Two Dollars 

$2 - Essay from Second State of Vignette 
Pulled on February 24, 1898 

First State in Green : Second State in Red Second State in Green : Third State in Red 

$2 - Essay from Third State of Vignette 
Pulled on February 25,1898 

Second State of Vignette 

 

Newly Added: 

 More engraving throughout entire  

      design, most noticeable on center 

      horse 

 

Yet to Come: 

 Pencil modeling 

Third State of Vignette 

 

Newly Added: 

 Pencil modeling where engraving will be 

      added later 

 

Yet to Come: 

 Shading in indicated areas 
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Fourth State in Green : Fifth State in Red 

Two Dollars 

Third State in Green : Fourth State in Red 

$2 - Essay from Fourth State of Vignette 
Pulled on February 26, 1898 

$2 - Essay from Fifth State of Vignette 
Pulled on March 4, 1898 

Fourth State of Vignette 
 

Newly Added: 

 Shading on figures at left side of 

      vignette 

 Darkened engraving overall 
 

Newly Missing: 

 Pencil modeling 
 

Yet to Come: 

 Addition to harness of lead horse 

Fifth State of Vignette 

 

Newly Added: 

 Engraving on harness at lead  

      horse's shoulder 

 

Yet to Come: 

 Engraving at edges of design 

 

This is the state used to print the  

bi-color essays 
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Two Dollars 

Fifth State in Green :  Bi-Color Essay in Red 

The bi-colored essay above shows what the planned $2 
stamp looked like before the “big switch” in May of 1898.  The 

two dollar frame engraved by Baldwin is still labeled “Harvesting in 

the West.”  This presentation essay was signed by the engraver and 
printed in the originally planned colors of red orange and black. 

Featured below are two essays of an early composite 

die, combining the vignette with its original $2 “Harvesting 

in the West” frame.  These essays are currently unlisted. 
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$2  -  Bi-Color Presentation Essay with Engraver’s Signature 

$2  -  Early Composite Essay 
“Harvesting in the West” - Blue 

Enlarged photocopy of  
blue $2 composite essay, left side 

$2  -  Early Composite Essay 
“Harvesting in the West” - Black 

Enlarged photocopy of  
black $2 composite essay, left side 

This first essay shows the vignette and frame      
combined into one die, with the vignette positioned close 
to the left border. 

This second essay shows a different combination, 

with the vignette positioned farther right, and additional 

engraving added to the left side the vignette to connect it 

to the frame design. 



 

 

Two Dollars 

$2  -  Essay from First State of Composite 

First State of Composite 

 

Newly Added: 

 New $2 frame and bridge vignette 

      combined 

 
Yet to Come: 

 Shading on wheat and corn in frame 

 Re-engraving vignette where cut away 

 

(See 2¢ vignette essays) 

First State in Green : Second State in Red Second State in Green : Third State in Red 

When the issue was still planned as bi-color, 
the engraving on the bottom of the Mississippi River 

Bridge vignette was cut away to better fit the frame.  
When the vignette and frame were combined into a    
single die, this left a gap at the bottom of the vignette 

that needed to be filled with additional engraving. 

When the Post Office Department decided to change the Trans-Mississippi issue from a bi-color to a single-
color issue, they also made the decision to switch the proposed subjects of the 2¢ and $2 stamps.  The $2 stamp  

subject became the James B. Eads Bridge in St. Louis, labeled “Mississippi River Bridge”.  (See 2¢ section of this exhibit.) 

The second state of the composite die adds engraving to the cornhusks in the frame and the bottom of the vignette.  

The essay of the third state shown above added an ink wash to the engraving print.  This wash represents areas that 

were to be engraved in the final design. 

$2  -  Essay from Second State of Composite 
$2  -  Essay from Third State of Composite 

Second State of Composite 

 

Newly Added: 

 Engraving on cornhusks and  

      wheat in frame 

 Some engraving on side of bridge  

      and bottom shore 

 

Yet to Come: 

 Ink wash 

Third State of Composite 

 

Newly Added: 

 Dark ink wash over engraving 

 

Yet to Come: 

 Heavy engraving on bottom shore 
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Two Dollars 

The trial color proof below was printed from the finished state 

of the die in black ink. 

$2  -  Trial Color Proof 

2¢  -  Plate Proof on Card 

When the die for the $2 stamp was complete, a transfer roll 

was used to copy the design into a single plate of one hundred      

subjects. 
 

Proofs from the full plates were only pulled for the 2¢ and 

$2 stamps.  Below is a $2 plate proof on card. 

Third State in Green : Large Die Proof in Red 

 

$2  -  Large Die Proof 

Large Die Proof—Complete Design 

 

Newly Added: 

 Dark engraving on bottom shore 

 Shading in bridge and skyline 

 Shadows in water 

 

Newly Missing: 

 Ink wash from previous state 
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Roosevelt Proofs on Original Album Page 

 Small die proofs were produced in      

special post-production printings.  They are 

called “small die” because of the small-sized 

paper they were printed on. 

 

 The first type of small die proofs are the 
Roosevelt Album proofs, printed on white 

wove paper and mounted on card pages for 

the Roosevelt Albums. 
 

 The Roosevelt Presentation Albums were 

printed by the BEP in 1903.  The albums     

included mounted sets of small die proofs for 

each of the US Postage issues from 1847 to 

1903.  It is believed that only 85 albums were 

produced. 
 

 The albums were created for President 

Theodore Roosevelt’s administration.  They 
were distributed as special gifts for friends, 

cabinet members, and dignitaries. 
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Post-production Proofs 

$1 Black 

 The second type of small die proofs are known as the “Panama
-Pacific” small die proofs.  These proofs were printed in 1914.  
They were ordered by the Post Office Department for the Panama-

Pacific Exhibition in San Francisco.  The BEP printed a set of 413 
different small die proofs printed on soft yellowish wove paper.  

The proofs were placed on display for the public from February 

20th to December 4th, 1915. 
 

 Only three complete sets of Pan-Pacific proofs are known: one 

for  exhibition display; one for the Smithsonian collection; and a 
third set that escaped the BEP into the hands of collectors.  Some        

designs were printed more than others, resulting in several            
incomplete sets that could exist, but complete records of these       

additional proofs are unknown. 

$2 Orange Brown 50¢ Sage Green 

5¢ Dull Brown 8¢ Violet Brown 10¢ Gray Violet 

2¢ Copper Red 4¢ Orange 1¢ Green 

Complete Set of Panama-Pacific Proofs 
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1¢  -  1934 Large Die with Handstamped Control Number 

Post-production Proofs 

2¢  -  1934 Large Die with Handstamped Control Number 

8¢  -  1934 Large Die with Handstamped Control Number 10¢  -  1934 Large Die with Handstamped Control Number 50¢  -  1934 Large Die with Handstamped Control Number 

 Sets of Trans-Mississippi large die proofs are known 

marked with blue control number handstamps from the        

Bureau of Engraving and Printing. 

 

The Bureau of Engraving and Printing records show 

that most of these control proofs were pulled on February 

12th or 13th, 1934.  A total of six proofs were pulled that day, 

with records showing they were to be destroyed shortly     

after. 
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4¢  -  1934 Large Die with Handstamped Control Number 

Conclusion 

5¢  -  1934 Large Die with Handstamped Control Number 

$1  -  1934 Large Die with Handstamped Control Number $2  -  1934 Large Die with Handstamped Control Number 
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 The dies for the Trans-Mississippi stamps were designed,         
engraved, combined and modified, and prepared for print 

within the period of a few short months.  Despite the       
challenges faced by the Bureau of Engraving and Printing 
during production, the series is an example of excellent 

craftsmanship, with some denominations still considered 
among the most beautiful stamps produced by the United 
States.  As the first completely original issue by the BEP and 

the second commemorative issue of the United States, the   
series has an important position in philatelic history. 
 
 To download this entire exhibit for personal viewing, visit the  

exhibit website: 

http://conceptsindustrial.com/stamps/trans-miss/ 

The QR code above can be scanned with a  

mobile device to automatically take you to the 

exhibit website. 

 The exhibit website also includes the non-competitive exhibit 

“Changing the Subject”, which focuses on the history of the issue.  This 

exhibit includes information on the Omaha World’s Fair, how the stamp 
subjects were selected, and the changes made between the 2¢ and $2 

stamp. 
 
 The website also features supplementary information including: 

Video explaining how the overlays were made. 
Animations of die development. 
Showcase of issued stamps and their uses. 

Newspaper clippings and research notes. 
A selection of unused subject suggestions. 


